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To prevent nuclear holocaust
we need to think the unthinkable

As the Mobilization for Survival forges
ahead with its spring offensive (sit-ins and
arrests at Rock Flats and Barnwell, dem-
onstrations for the opening of the UN
Special Session on Disarmament, etc.),
some activists are asking "What makes
people reluctant to get involved in mass
political action to get rid of nuclear wea-
pons and reverse the arms race?"

I believe that one of the chief obstacles
is psychological. The thought of nuclear
holocaust is so terrifying to most people
that they don't want to participate in ac-
tions that would force them to imagine
nuclear war. Many people who are work-
ing against nuclear energy have told me
"I can't deal with nuclear weapons, I feel
too helpless. Getting rid of a reactor is a
manageable problem."

There is a taboo against speaking about
the likelihood of annihilation, even though
this likelihood is rapidly increasing. Only
35 years ago, nuclear weapons had not yet
been invented, and the world's major pow-
ers could fight with all their force for five
years without causing permanent damage
to the ecosphere. Now, nuclear weapons
are about to spread to many countries,
and a nuclear war could wipe out our
species, and perhaps life itself on this
small planet. Human consciousness has
trouble grasping this ever-accelerating
terror.

HansKonmg

The U.S. invented nuclear weapons,
used them twice, has led in the develop-
ment of more sophisticated weapons and
delivery systems, and still is the leading
arms merchant to the rest of the world.
Americans in 1978 are living with and sup-
porting this terror. Yet most pay taxes
and vote without wondering whether the
bombs bought and the officials elected
will hasten the end of history. Most pre-
pare for the future without obvious worry
about whether there will be a future. Only
the declining birth rate, perhaps, indicates
a deep-seated concern about whether child-
ren would have time to grow up and old.

Robert Jay Lifton, a psychiatrist, is
one of the very few people to wonder
about and study this nonchalance. Since
1962, he has worked with survivors of the
Hiroshima atomic bombing, trying to un-
derstand how human beings cope with im-
mersion in death, the loss of hope for im-
mortality, and the threat of extinction.
He has identified a mechanism which he
calls "psychic numbing" and says "it op-
erates for individuals toward all weapon-
ry, toward all dangers to the environment,
and all events ultimately involving death...
An inability (or unwillingness) to open
oneself to the human consequences of
technology, so common in this age, is
one of the fundamental obstacles to deal-
ing reasonably with nuclear weapons..."

People have always had to face what
Vonnegut calls "plain old death"—indi-
vidual death; that is hard enough. Com-
fort comes from connection with the past,
via ancestors and history, and connection
with the future, via descendants and a
sense of contributing some good work or
influence. This sense of continuity is now
gravely threatened. Vulnerability to anni-
hilation as a species is new; it divides living
people from previous history; the sense of
symbolic immortality via connection to
the future is jeopardized. We are all
haunted by the specter of Armageddon.
It robs our actions of meaning. A mush-
room cloud of anxiety shadows our life-
choices.

People have myriad ways of avoiding
awareness of this anxiety: forgetting,
denying that the bombs will ever be used,
spacing out with drugs, or commodities.
Some tell themselves that the Russians
'will conquer us if we don't continue the
arms race (as if the Russians were invul-
nerable to radiation). Some believe that
the leaders must be trusted (this one works
poorly, since Vietnam and Watergate).
Some decide that they can't do anything
about the situation anyway, so they may
as well ignore it. Most people keep them-
selves too busy pursuing individual goals
to think much about our collective fate.
Many believe that thinking about nuclear

war is morbid, antisocial, and even a sign
of mental illness. Some concentrate on
more familiar, unthinkable, and limited
evils—like racism, or pollution, or mon-
opoly capitalism—all important, but still,
not dealing with the new and horrible pos-
sibility of total extinction.

We must stop psychic numbing, and
quickly. It is crazy and antisocial not to
worry about nuclear holocaust, and it is
sane and responsible to think, speak,
write, and demonstrate against the wea-
pons that make holocaust possible. We
render ourselves powerless by refusing
to imagine extinction, and thus refusing
to imagine what we can do to avoid it. In-
dividuals may be powerless but the Amer-
ican people collectively have a special abil-
ity and responsibility to prevent life on
earth from being snuffed out.

People need to break the social taboo
against discussing Armageddon. A pro-
cess of consciousness-raising must take
place, in which people discuss their fear,
their nightmares, and their despair with
family, friends, fellow-workers, and fel-
low citizens. Then we will be able to com-
fort each other, share our sources of hope
and strength, explore creative ideas, and
join together for change. The Mobiliza-
tion for Survival will only work if people
face reality, and pool their forces to fight
the forces of death. •

Ain'tMisbehavin'—exercise in white nostalgia
Ain't Misbehavin', the musical about

Fats Waller or rather about his songs,
opened on Broadway to 35 raves and not
one sour word. Or so the ads state; I
haven't counted the reviews but if it says
35, I'm sure it's 35. The fact astounds
and bewilders me.

This show, put together by Richard
Maltby Jr., has—before the curtain goes
up—the gloss, the electricity in the aud-
ience, which in Manhattan go with real
success. The music is great. I ain't a music
critic, anyway. The audience is standard
Broadway audience, East Side, Central
Park West, Westchester and Connecticut.
When I was there I saw two black faces
in all of the stalls, but as they were in
house-seats, I'd guess they belonged to
actors, or anyway to show business peo-
ple. They loved the show. The audience
loved the show. They sniggered about sexy
allusions. They cheered the dancing and
singing.

And yet this is the most appalling step-
and-fetchit production to go on the stage
since Gone With the Wind packed them
in and Shirley Temple had a lill' black six-

year-old as her personal maid. This isn't
an Uncle Tom show—oh no, it goes .back
a couple of decades before that. This is
an exercise in white nostalgia for the fine
days when Negroes stayed on the stage
or behind pianos and bars and white folks
who cared to mix with them went to Har-
lem after show time and enjoyed them in
their natural habitat.

I'm not being pedantic here or bleed-
ing heart or anything like that; there isn't
a shadow of a doubt when you watch the
whole, the show and its honky audience
reacting to the show, that that is what all
this is about. Somehow they've found
some black people to sing, "Why am I
so black, and blue?...I'm white inside,"
(and sing it beautifully, of course), and
the folks who are white in and out clap
their white hands with delight at this prop-
er sentiment; they'd thought they'd never
hear those soothing words again in their
lifetimes. Up yours, Stokely.

I don't think Neil Carter and the rest
of them are renegades. With eight out of
ten actors and actresses out of work,
who's to blame them? Maybe they're

apolitical, as they used to say during the
Viet war. Maybe they don't give'a damn.
Maybe they're really white inside. Who
cares? What astounds and bewilders me
is that nobody, not one critic, not one
black man or woman, has so far even
voiced a modicum of discomfort. I mean,
this is "Springtime for Hitler," but with-
out the jokes, and blacks instead of Jews.

As I said, I'm not writing about music
here. If anyone wants to know, I love
Fats Waller. If he lived now, he'd be dif-
ferent. But apart from that, Maltby has
directed his show to caricature even the
Wallace words and tongue-in-cheek atti-
tudes of 40 years ago: his men in their
pseudo-elegance think they look like ele-
gant white folks, ha ha, his women are
so ugly in their distorted sexy outfits that
no suburban theater-goer need have an
uneasy minute in his or her bed that night:
here's no threat to anything they do or
don't do or believe in. These men and
women on the stage are so different from
"us" that they'd be welcome to scrub our
wives' or husbands' backs in the bathtub
without a second thought.

Is this how integrated, sophisticated
New York in the year 1978 really feels
about the races?

And a couple of blocks farther north
in a little theater another black play, "The
Biko Inquest, is on the stage. Or was at
the time of writing; I wouldn't be sur-
prised if it presently died a quiet and re-
spectable death. Even on opening night
many a seat gaped emptily; and during
the intermission and afterward I didn't
hear a word about the play or better,
documentary report, among the public.
Presumably that first night audience had
already seen Ain't Misbehavin', they were
doing their liberal duty listening to the
inquest in Biko's murder, and what more
was there to be said? "Are you going to
Easthampton this weekend?" "Have
you seen that Chaplin thing?"

Biko, who was bludgeoned to death in a
South African police station, and "I'm
white inside," within walking distance of
each other. We can accommodate any-
thing in this city, and it doesn't spoil our
after-theater dinners, either. •
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By Peter Marcuse

Conflicts in the U.S. today are not
those predicted 40 or 60 years ago. The
experiences of 1848, the Russian Revolu-
tion and pest-World War 1 turmoil in
Europe and the Great Depression in the
U.S., led to the expectation of broader
worker/management conflicts, aggres-
sive labor parties actively seeking politi-
cal power, increasingly radicai demands
for an economic restructuring cf society
starting with the work-plare. But despite
the militancy of miners, copper workers,
teacheiS; particularly at the rank and file
kvcl, the AFL-C1O is s. iasiicn of the
established order No labc" party is even
en.the hcnwm, and pressures for work-
place chaises seem tc corse as ̂ iuch from
baaks::_, taxpayers, o.-: z?.::?.e-Qwners as
i'rorr. v7c::ks:;s.

Yet CQrdHct£ a^re ars splezty. ::N THESE
TIMES reports cr. /.:_V003 squatters in
Mexico City forcing ';;-.£ centra!! govern-
ment to scncs^ tnrai:? rights tc their ille-
gally :xxr.-._3:.srl hsusuvj sites. Groups such
AS ACC3LN ;.:.:. A::;s£~s£s ar.c Mass Fair
Siior1? £.~r. t".:.s Campaign fcr 3conomic
r)fimor,:.-£.sy ir: CsJiforrda, cr trie work of
public t̂eras": g"^;.=us s,r,d cc-css or anti-
.aur.!-?;?,-/ cs;:;r>a;g:'s ^.bc^rx. So do alter-
native pcrdss fcr slsits £.?£ local govern-
ment SEC co:.?.s __,~.isr jssuss cf aZ sorts.

Thess Ere net o!c.style class conflict.
"Urban ss*;?,'~::&" s:dght is a better name
) or tn.^nr., Jr^.'si7. 03/n.j.ct v/Cui;.c. siso be a
better were rer t^s bittsr ^ubHe struggles
of thK :50s: ths ghstto revolts, welfare
rights clashes, ^.rbar renewal protests,
eves many o:" t'"2 conflicts around envir-
onnicutai ps""aticn. Have thess "urban
conflicts" rsplacRd these hetweer. worker
and employer as ins most eritiea; conflicts
in society? HEVS ~e:sideaiial location, hous-
ing, r,ducat:.OE, snvironmest, consumer
protection,, "cus.iity ef life," replaced
class as ths source of f^5?dasr:e~tal social
change? Are they related to the traditional
dass cleavages? Wlmt are their long-term
political, social, economic implications?

Some exciting, albeit difficult new theo-
retical work is being derifi cs these ques-
iionSj much ef it in Europe. Manuel Cas-
tells and s group in Paris have do;ie pion-
eering work: others m Francs, Italy, Eng-
land, and Spain have contributed. Their
approach has centered around examina-
tion of tbr, actual straggles cf the urban
social movements that pailicpste in them.
Several becks have •> cnently appeared that
make their work sore accessible to Amer-
ican readers: Castells' The Urban Ques-
tion: A M&fxlst Approach (M.LT. Press,
Cambridge, 1977), Christopher Pfskvane's
Urban Sociology: Critical Essays (Havi-
stock Press, 1977). avid Micha-s: Harloe's
Captive Cities (Wiky, New York, 1977).

D E P T H

Urban conflicts
transforming the

class conflict
Conflict now takes place in the streets, rather than
in the factories, Castelis argues.

Three types of explanations have been
put forward in recent years to explain the
new order of conflicts: "new class theor-
ies," "fiscal crisis theories," and now "ur-
ban movement theories," such as Castelis'.
The lines between them are not sharp, and
they share many concerns, such as with
the role of the state or the issues raised by
critical theory, and many contributions do
not fall within any explanation, but the
categories are helpful for a first overview.

New class theories argued that, while
the relationships of production were still
key to social conflicts, the classes arrayed
on each side could not be simply described
as workers and capitalists. The specific re-
lationships of professionals, managers,
students, white collar workers, those en-
gaged in unproductive as well as produc-
tive labor, racial minorities, women, art-
ists, had to be considered. Not only the
proletariat, but many other groups had
structured interests opposite to those of
the capitalist class. And the capitalist
class was often significantly divided.

Fiscal crisis theories highlighted the
changing role of the state. James O'Con-
nor and others (i.e., Union of Radical Pol-
itical Economists) have argued that the
state is taking over many functions pre-
viously privately performed, or not pre-
viously needed, both in the sphere of pro-
duction (accumulation) and in the politi-
cal/social/ideological arena (legitimation).
These expanded functions, ranging from
mass transit, highways, and urban renew-
al through vocational education and
health services to welfare payments and
food stamps, require vastly expanded state
expenditures. These in turn require ex-
panded tax revenues, and no one, whether

coupon clipper, business executive, small
homeowner, salaried worker or wage
earner, wants to pay higher taxes. So poli-
tical crises follow one upon the other,
the New York City fiscal crisis being typi-
cal. At the economic level there is doubt

' whether the kind of growth required by
monopoly capitalism can take place with
this new shift of functions and resources,
from the private sector to the state, even
though that shift was required by mono-
poly capitalism itself.

"Urban social movements" is the name
given by Castelis to the organizations
and activities that lead to "qualitatively
new effects on the social structure."

While Castelis' approach is not in-
. consistent with that of some of the new
class theorists or the fiscal crisis theorists,
Castelis focused on the consumption-end
of the productive process. "Collective con-
sumption" is the term he uses to denote all
those goods and services provided publicly

•• for collective consumption: parks, roads,
health care, education, public services,
community facilities. "Urban conflicts"
he then defines as those centering on col-
lective consumption, and he sees their im-
portance growing as the importance of
collective consumption grows. While
they are linked back to the classic rela-
tions of production, because collective
comsumption is necessary for the repro-
duction of the labor force, the origin of
these conflicts is at the consumption end.
They take place in the streets, rather than
in the factories. The picketing is at muni-
cipal offices more often than at corporate
ones.

What are the potentials of such urban
conflicts? On one level analyzing concrete

conflicts, Castelis tries to be very precise.
Success or failure will depend on carefully,
almost fussily, defined categories: the size
and nature of the "stake," the "social
base" of the movement, the "social force"
that spearheads it, the organization direct-
ly involved, whether the tactic used is
mobilization or negotiation, whether in-
itial confrontations result in victory or
defeat, whether the "conjuncture" of
other events is favorable or not. The cat-
egories may be more carefully defined
than their actual use warrants, but they
lead to fruitful analyses: In The Urban
Question he discusses the FRAP in Mon-
treal, squatters in Chile, new towns in
England, urban renewal in the U.S., the
"urban reconquest" (renewal) of Paris.

On the longer-term potentials of urban
conflict, Castelis is also incisive. His theo-
retical analysis leads him to conclude that
urban conflicts not linked tc workplace
conflicts will ultimately be only reform-
ist; to produce "non-reformist reforms"
(Gorz' phrase) linkages of urban conflicts
to direct production-related issues and
movements are crucial.

His case studies don't always prove
his point, and some even contradict it;
but the evidence is incomplete. "Success-
es" are hard to find. Allende's Chile is a
painful and ambiguous one; the Russian
Revolution antedates the growth of coSec-
tive consumption; urban issues were not
dominant in China, or Cuba, or Vietnam.
The situations mors likely to lead to "suc-
cesses" now are indeed those with which
Castelis is directly politically linked: the
activities of the left parties in France, Italy,
and Spain. Castelis is close to Carillo and
most of the left parties in Europe link ur-
ban conflicts with basic national politi-
cal and economic changes. "Anticapi'tal-
ist coalitions" and the "political class
struggle" rather than the simplistic ideas
of worker-capitalist class straggles under-
lie the new strategy. We may know the
outcome better shortly.

In the meantime, Castelis' work, as
well as that included in the Pickvane and
Harloe books, and the ongoing U.S. work
(for which David Harvey's SocialJustice
of the City and James O'Connor's Fiscal
Crisis of the City were seminal, and AI~
kaly and Merrnelstein's collection, The
Fiscal Crisis of the Cities is one of the
best recent collections) are coming to grips
with issues of immediate political impor-
ance. Urban conflicts are here and now,
and regardless of their ultimate outcome,
activists will be involved with them on a
day-to-day basis. These writings help high-
light the issues, the forms of organization,
the linkages, that are most promising of
success. M
Peter Marcuse teaches urban planning at
Columbia University.
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